















Comparison Pen and Fingertip-Input for Drawing on Tactile Displays
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Abstract Understanding, creating, and transmitting texts and ﬁgures is important in an information-based society.
While systems that help visually impaired people understand, create, and transmit texts are available, ones to , help them
create ﬁgures are still needed. We are developing a pilot system that enables them to draw tactile ﬁgures with their ﬁngertips
using a tactile display and computer vision techniques. Experimental evaluation of the usability of the system in comparison
with that of a pen-input drawing system showed that is more eﬀective?
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3. 1 ํ ๏
ʢ 1ʣ ՝ ୊










ΒΕɼP1P2 = P2P3ͱͳΔΑ͏ͳ఺ P3Λɼઢ෼ P1P2ͷ
ӈ·ͨ͸ࠨํ޲ͷԆ௕ઢ্ʹ௥Ճ͢Δ՝୊Ͱ͋ͬͨɽͳ͓ɼ
P1͓Αͼ P2͸ਫฏͳҐஔʹ͋ΓɼP1P2͸ 10υοτͰ
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ਤ 4 ϙΠϯτ՝୊ (্:՝୊̍ɹԼ:՝୊̎)
Point task(upper:task1 lower:task2).
ਤ 5 ඳը՝୊ (্:՝୊̍ɹԼ:՝୊̎)
Draw task(upper:task1 lower:task2).
ਤ 6 ফڈ՝୊ (্:՝୊̍ɹԼ:՝୊̎)
Delete task(upper:task1 lower:task2).
̍ลͷ௕͞͸ 12υοτͰ͋Γɼ௥Ճ͢΂͖ઢ෼͸ӈล͋






























































ਤ 7 ฏۉ՝୊ୡ੒࣌ؒͱඪ४ภࠩ (ඵ)















































Rate of trial dot placed on the right position (pct).
՝୊ ϖϯ ࢦઌ
ϙΠϯτ 1 14.3 12.9
ϙΠϯτ 2 2.9 1.4
ද 2 ͍ۙҐஔʹϙΠϯτ͞Εͨ཰ʢpct.ʣ
Rate of trial dot placed near the right position (pct).
՝୊ ϖϯ ࢦઌ
ϙΠϯτ 1 62.9 65.7
ϙΠϯτ 2 22.9 38.6
ද 3 ௥Ճ͞Εͨઢ෼௕ͷฏۉޡࠩ (υοτ)
Mean error of line length (dot).
՝୊ ϖϯ ࢦઌ
ඳը 1 0.3 0.0
ඳը 2 0.2 1.2
ද 4 ਫฏํ޲ͷฏۉޡࠩ (υοτ)
Mean error on horizontal direction (dot).
՝୊ ϖϯ ࢦઌ
ඳը 1 0.9 0.9
ඳը 2 0.7 0.7
ද 5 ฏۉະফڈυοτ਺ (υοτ)
Mean number of undeleted dots (dot).
՝୊ ϖϯ ࢦઌ
ফڈ 1 1.3 1.3
ফڈ 2 1.7 2.1
ද 6 ฏۉޡফڈυοτ਺ (υοτ)
Mean number of wrongly deleted dots (dot).
՝୊ ϖϯ ࢦઌ
ফڈ 1 0.6 0.3
ফڈ 2 1.1 0.6
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ਤ 8 ฏۉ՝୊ୡ੒࣌ؒͱඪ४ภࠩ (ඵ)
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